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Shopping has  now become experiential

 
By BRIELLE JAEKEL

After a tumultuous past few years, luxury brands are seeing a boost due to the increase in wealthy consumers across
the board, but other factors could affect the market going forward.

The number of luxury shoppers has jumped to 71 percent in the first quarter of this year, compared to 67 percent in
the same quarter of last year, according to YouGov. However, the "YouGov Affluent Perspective 2018: Global Mood"
also reveals that these consumers are keeping a eye on their spending.

"While there are a growing number of affluent households engaging in luxury, there has been a steady decline in the
number of households who plan to spend more on luxury this year than last year," said Cara David, managing
partner at YouGov. "This is especially true among affluent households in the developed economies we survey."

Affluents and luxury
Despite the growing number of luxury shoppers, there was a 5 percent drop in affluents who expect to spend more
on luxury this year, especially in developed economies.

About 36 percent of affluent consumers in 2017 said they plan to spend more on luxury than the year before, but only
31 percent claimed this in 2018.

The latest numbers show a steady decline in growth of planned spend, as there was also a 4 percent drop from 2016
to 2017. In 2016, about 40 percent of affluents planned to spend more.
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Luxury spend could drop; Image credit: YouGov.

This is likely due to a decrease in confidence regarding the global economy. Nineteen percent of these consumers
feel confident in the global economy, as well as the economic health of their own countries.

The future of education, healthcare, income disparity and personal information security are growing concerns for
these consumers.

Despite this, personal economy confidence has been steady of the last few years with a consistent 44 percent of
global high-net-worth individuals having faith in their personal finances.

Luxury shoppers are growing; Image credit: YouGov.

However, this could be due to the offset of Chinese affluents' confidence growth compared to the sharp decrease in
Japan, Hong Kong, France, Singapore and the United Kingdom.

Beneficial for the luxury industry, quality is a drawing factor to these brands.

YouGov's perspective

Additional insight
Affluent consumers are seeking to simplify their lives, with more than half of respondents in a previous YouGov
study saying they are looking to buy less and declutter.

The biggest motivator for this shift is  saving time, as these individuals look to spend more of their time exploring
their passions or having "me time." Consumption patterns have been increasingly moving away from accumulation
and more towards mindful purchasing, as consumers seek to fill their lives with experiences rather than material
goods (see more).

Affluent consumers today are less likely than ever to feel like they personally relate to a brand, which for many is a
major factor in whether they are willing to spend on that brand at all.

According to YouGov's Affluent Perspective Global Study, 72 percent of affluent consumers worldwide said that they
felt there were very few brands that they could personally relate to, with the Middle East being the region where this
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feeling is the strongest. To fix this, luxury brands need to deepen their understanding of the values and desires of
their customers and learn how to approach them in a way that feels both appealing and authentic (see more).

"Fifty-two percent of these consumers believe that it is  hard to scale back on luxury after integrating into their
lifestyles," Ms. David said. "Fifty-seven believe that the level of service and quality is worth the cost.

"This is the first installment in a series that delves into the latest insights from the YouGov Affluent Perspective 2018
Global Study (Mood of the Global Affluent), indicating a decline in enthusiasm for luxury spending, which comes as
no surprise to us," she said. "In fact, the mood of many of the affluent feels a bit like 2007.

"While most of the affluent have a desire to continue to include luxury in their lives, the reality is that their declining
confidence in the global and local economy, coupled with political and economic divisions, is  affecting their
attitude toward spending. Many of the affluent are taking a disciplined approach to their discretionary spending."
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